COVID-19 Insurance Claims May Not Be Such A Lost Cause

Businesses seeking coverage for interruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic should check their policies carefully, as there could be paths to recovery despite what may be a concerted campaign by insurers to . . . Read more.

Review pending legislation and the first case seeking to include business losses due to COVID-19 in business interruption coverage:

State Legislation: Business Interruption Coverage For COVID-19

First Case: Cajun Conti LLC v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyd's London

Statenet: COVID-19 Legislative & Regulatory Updates

Lexis Advance Tip:

Setting up an Alert on Lexis Advance

1. Run your search (e.g., business interruption coverage)
2. From your search results click the Alert "bell" icon to set up your Alert:
   - Overview tab: title your Alert
   - Monitor tab: select the content your Alert will search
   - Deliver tab: choose the frequency, day and time for your Alert
3. Click Create Alert at the bottom of the screen

Watch this short video for a complete walkthrough for setting up alerts on Lexis Advance.